
Deepen your experience of the use of the Why Is This Happening To Me . . . AGAIN?!
principles and tools by coming to an extended WorkSupport Program at HeartLand!

Each program includes ongoing support where there is a real life work component (great for
bringing up issues) and a group of people who are all about doing thewir inner work. The
purpose of the program is multifaceted. It includes an extended stay where real-time, real-life issues
surface in a space of support and healing; and the tools for self-healing are taught and used. You
will be supported in learning those tools and are required to use them to be part of the program.

The Work/Support program is a whole program that includes food, accommodations, ongoing
support and classes and full time participation in an Intensive. There are two components. You will
receive support in doing your work within the framework of the support structure set up. This is
not a program of individualized, full time support of your process - you will be expected to do your
inner work (a minimum of five worksheets a day plus additional assignments as your program
unfolds) outside of the Work hours set up for the program and we request you commit, as a part
time community member, to attending all classes and meetings, planned or spontaneous, set up for
your participation. The second, and equally important component, is that of being committed to
working in full cooperation, integrity and enthusiasm, the hours agreed to and doing tasks as
needed by HeartLand and assigned by your coordinator. In return we will do our part in delivering
to you the most powerful inner healing technology and Forgiveness work on the planet.

This program is set up to create the opportunity to learn responsibility, to confront and Forgive, in a
space of support, everything that you normally carry into your daily life that does not support you! In
other words, we are inviting you to look at every fear, hostility or complaint based response you have in
your life and forgive it!! During the program you will learn to undo (confront and Forgive) dissociated
content that tends to define and control us when we are under stress and build the brain cells and do the
work that it takes to live continuously in a mind fueled by Love. It is also a way that those who do not
have the finances can come and experience ongoing support and a HeartLand Intensive.

The WSP is also an opportunity to support making the HeartLand tools available to every mind,
heart and Being on the planet. With the short HeartLand season, the work component of the
program, is 8 hours a day, 6 days a week. Your assignments may include anything from office work
to food preparation, building, gardening, cleaning, equipment maintenance, painting, grounds work,
childcare and personal support to michael and Jeanie. To take this work to every mind on the planet
and running a Center is a huge task. Bigger than we can handle. This means that anything you can
imagine needing to be done on a 17 acre property with 16 buildings, must be done and we will be
counting on you to gleefully assist in getting it done in a timely way, one task at a time. The work is
never done and we request you do what is set before you and simply practice letting the rest go!

Work assignments are given based on HeartLand’s needs from moment to moment, and, if a variety
of needs exist, assignments may be based on skills. You may be assigned to any and/or all of the
above tasks and flexibility in completing those tasks is a necessity.

Willingness and a cooperative mindset a necessity: this program is for those who are willing to
pitch in and help under a wide variety of situations and circumstances and willing to confront
themselves, use the tools and heal. We do not have a place in the WSP for people who want to start
at the top, those who are elitist, won’t get their hands dirty and/or are unwilling to do their internal
work. If you fall into any of these categories, please come as a paying guest to HeartLand! Apply for
the WSP only if prepared to be fully involved in a program that is guaranteed to keep you busy.
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There is no time in this programfor side projects and there is limited time for outside communication!
We request your full time focus is on the successful, cooperative completion of the program you choose!

The primary request (for your work commitment) made of those coming to participate in this
program is that you Lovingly and Willingly assist in making HeartLand a more powerful support
for michael, Jeanie and the HeartLand Team in their mission of taking the Work to every mind,
heart and Being on the planet. This includes doing whatever is needed (on HeartLand property or
for michael and Jeanie personally) on a moment to moment basis devoting at least 10% of your day
- 2.4 hours outside of your work commitments - to doing your Process Work! We request that you
let go of the need for distractions and entertainment and devote yourself to willingly learn this body
of work! If this fits your purpose for thinking about this program, please apply. If not, please
just let it go for now and we can revisit your participation at a later time.

There are three WorkSupport Programs available (with an additional Special Program possibility added):

1. Forty Day: Includes the 9 day Intensive of your choice.*

2. Seventy Day: Includes the 16 day Intensive of your choice.* 

3. Seventy-five Day: Includes the 17 day Intensive of your choice.*

If the program you select includes you being at HeartLand during a Special Program, as listed on our
flyer, you have the option of doing that as a paid program or on a WorkSupport basis. (the cost is
750.00). The  additional work requirement, should you elect to do the WorkSupport in exchange for
the Special Program would be, for instance, for our 2014, 10 day Food, Fun, Work and Forgiveness,
15 work days. Of course you are already there for the 10 days of Food, Fun Work and
Forgiveness.  Thus Program 1 would become 55 days, Program 2 would become 85 days and
Program 3 would become an awesome 90 days at HeartLand! Life will never be the same after that
length of time with fabulous food ongoing support, Forgiveness and healing. In addition, we have
programs that run as long as 2 years which takes things to a whole other level. If, when your are
finished your WorkSupport Program, you wish to apply, we can work details out from there.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
Each program includes workshop materials, handouts, food, housing, at least one support
meeting/class per week, ½ hour per day Worksheet/LMV/process time or, when Intensives are in
session and your 8 hour workday is complete, you are invited to participate in evening classes when
they are available. Participation in additional evening classes is conditional on there being enough
registrations for each class to go forward. Also included is the Intensive that comes with the
program you choose. During that component you will be a regular Intensive participant with no
work obligations, outside of normal Intensive commitments.

* PLEASE NOTE: If the work portion of your program is scheduled after, or is not complete by
the beginning date of your Intensive, you will be required to place a deposit (or proportional
equivalent) equal to the portion of the Intensive that is not covered by your completed work time.
The deposit will be returned at the end of the Work portion of your Program.

In Smiles and Blessings, michael or Jeanie

954 205 4996, mjr187@gmail.com or go to:
www.whyagain.com/WorkSupportPrograms.php

PS - If you have any questions about the program please drop us an email or call!!
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